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On March 2, the US and Japanese embassies in Santiago received anonymous phone calls asserting
that Chilean fruit exports would be poisoned. Four days after the poisoning threat, the US Food
and Drug Administration said the call was "almost certainly a hoax," but that it would continue
to examine samples of Chilean fruit. After confirming cyanide traces on two red seedless grapes
in the Philadelphia samples on March 13, the FDA requested that all Chilean fruit be removed
from US markets and that shipments of Chilean fruits which had not yet been distributed should
be held for testing. Hours later, Canadian officials urged stores in Canada to remove all Chilean
produce. Health officials in Japan followed suit. On March 14, in Hong Kong, health inspectors
seized nearly 6.7 tons of Chilean seedless red grapes from importers and wholesalers for testing.
The government said health inspectors had contacted local importers to stop sales of the Chilean
grapes. A spokesperson for Canada's supermarket industry said on Tuesday that retailers expect
to lose about 10 million Canadian dollars in sales as a result of the ban. The Bolivian Public Health
Ministry announced on March 14 that government had placed a ban on Chilean fruit and vegetable
imports. Bolivian markets are habitually inundated with Chilean foodstuffs, particularly fresh fruit.
A large proportion of Chilean produce entering Bolivia is contraband. Bolivian authorities said that
the smuggling complicates efforts to impose the import prohibition, and carry out tests for poisons.
The Ministry called on Bolivians to abstain from eating Chilean foodstuffs, and threatened sanctions
against merchants who ignored the import and sales prohibition. On March 15, the 12-nation
European Economic Community said it has received no reports of contamination of Chilean fruit.
Dansk Supermarked, Denmark's second-largest supermarket chain, has removed Chilean fruit from
store shelves as a precaution. On the evening of March 14, Chilean fruit exporters and growers said
that they had voluntarily halted packing and shipping for 72 hours to check inventories. The Chilean
Exporters Association said all fruit should be submitted to government inspection and none would
be exported until it received approval from health officials. During an evening broadcast on national
radio and television, Interior Minister Carlos Caceres blamed "terrorism supported by international
communism which does not hesitate in damaging not only our economic interests but also our social
and moral interests." Caceres said security had been reinforced throughout the fruit-exporting
process "from the crop to the port of destiny." [Some commentators claim that the "fruit terrorism"
may have been the work of Chilean rightists, seeking to give the government cause to crack down on
the left and all progressive sectors. Late this year, Chileans are scheduled to elect a civilian president
to replace Gen. Augusto Pinochet, in power since 1973. Chilean opposition parties have insisted
that the government permit a referendum on numerous constitutional reforms that would create
more favorable conditions for the establishment and continuity of democratic government after the
election. The opposition demands that such referendum take place months before the December
election.] -On March 15, the Chilean fruit export industry was paralyzed as growers and merchants
halted all shipments and began checking inventories for evidence of contamination. The ban by the
USFDA was described by Pinochet's government as "another roguish act of the United States." The
pro-government Independent Democratic Union party announced a "national day of fruit eating"
for March 16. Party vice president Joaquin Lavin said the Union is asking Chileans "to show the
world that our fruits are healthy and of superior quality." The fruit export industry was expected to
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earn about $850 million this year, up from $581 million in 1988. Nearly 65% of Chile's fruit exports
grapes, melons, apples and peaches go to the US. Imports of apples to the US, for instance, went
from 16,258 tons in 1983 to 47,322 tons in 1987. (Basic data from AFP, 03/14/89, 03/15/89; Xinhua,
03/15/89; AP, 03/15/89
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